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Abstract: This paper focuses on the descriptions and analysis of reduplication in Japanese 
Pidgin Chinese (JPC). Reduplication is usually either totally absent or nonproductive 
and/or without contrasting simple form in pidgins although it is fairly common and even 
productive in JPC which makes JPC unusual among pidgins. Nouns, verbs and adjectives 
from both lexifer and substrate can be reduplicated. In this paper, the first language 
acquisition mechanism reloading is used to interpret the origin of the reduplication in JPC 
and the research may shed light on the both pidgin and language acquisition devices. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Definition of Pidgins 
Jeff Siegel (2008:1) defines Pidgins as below: 
 
Pidgins and creoles are new languages that develop out of a need for 
communication among people who do not share a common language?for 
example, among plantation labourers from diverse geographic origins. Most of 
the forms in the lexicon of the new language come from one of the languages in 
???? ???????? ??????????? ??????? ???? ??????????? ???? ?????? ??? ???? ??????????????  
usually the language of the group in control of the area where contact occurs. 
However, the meanings and functions of the lexical forms, as well as the 
phonology and grammatical rules of the pidgin or creole, are different to those of 
the lexifier, and may sometimes resemble those of one or more of the other 
languages in contact, usually referred to in pidgin and creole studies as the 
?????????? ?????????? 
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While Holm (2010:253-4) gave a similar definition focusing on pidgins as below: 
 
Pidgins is a reduced language that resulted from extended contact between 
groups of people with no language in common. It evolved because they needed 
some means of verbal communication, e.g. for trade, but no group learned the 
native language(e.g. Italian, as Italians spoke it among themselves) for social 
reasons that probably included lack of close contact due to lack of trust. In such 
situations the people with less power (speakers of substrate languages, by the 
definition used in creolistics) are more accommodating and do the difficult work 
of learning the other group's vocabulary. However, those with more power (the 
superstrate speakers) adopt many of the substrate speakers changes in their 
language regarding pronunciation, grammar, and the meaning of vocabulary, 
and no longer try to speak it as they would within their own group. They 
cooperate with the other group (or groups) to construct an emergency language 
th?????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
a limited use (e.g. trade) and it is no ones native language. 
 
At beginning, pidgin languages were disvalued as imperfect baby talk 
(Bloomfield1933?472-3) which can be clear from their very names: Broken English, 
bastard Portuguese, nigger French kombuistaaltje (cookhouse lingo), isikula (coolie 
language). With later research on pidgins, this point of view was overturned. 
Hancock(1977) listed up 127 pidgins and creoles and regarded Pidgins as languages 
which are well-organized. Bickerton(1983:121) pointed out that children have an instinct 
and constrain such instinct when they learn a language such as English and French as their 
???????????????????????????????????????????????p speaking pidgins, can the instinct for the 
?????????? ??????? ???? ??? ???????????? ???????? ?????? ??? ??? ???????????? ?????? ????? ?????
Pinker(2004:41)cited the view of Bickerton(1983) and pointed out that creole Languages 
origin from and reflect that the language is the biologic program of human beings, namely 
the instinct for languages. 
 
1.2 Definition of JPC 
JPC is the pidgin derived from the city of Dalian to the whole China and from 1894 
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to 1945. It spread quickly during the half-century and vanished suddenly when the war 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
which means that the forms in the lexicon of the new language come from Chinese while 
the meanings and functions of the lexical forms, as well as the phonology and 
grammatical rules of the pidgin come from Japanese. JPC is unusual at this point because 
normally the people with less power tend to be speakers of substrate languages since they 
are more accommodating and do the difficult work of learning the other group's 
vocabulary. But in the case of JPC, the people with less power (Chinese) became the 
superstrate and the invaders (Japanese) did the difficult work of learning the new 
vocabulary. 
 
1.3 The special phenomenon of Reduplication in JPC 
One feature of JPC is that it contains a plenty amount of reduplications. This feature 
makes JPC unusual among pidgins again. According to Peter Baker & Mikael 
Parkvall(2005:514-515) it appears that reduplication is rare in pidgins and reduplication is 
either totally absent or nonproductive and/or without contrasting simple form. But for JPC 
nouns, verbs and adjectives from both lexifer and substrate can be reduplicated. 
Reduplication in JPC is not only with a good quantity but also quite productive. Why is 
?????????????????????????????????????? ??????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
are the questions the present paper trying to answer. 
 
2. A brief review of previous research 
The previous research on JPC is rare though it is of great significance. Most of the 
existing pidgins studies are based on the Indo-European language (Including English, 
French, Spanish and Portuguese, and so on) as their lexifier, but there is no possibility that 
JPC and the well studied pidgins share one origin. It gives JPC a variable in terms of word 
order, case markers and tense-aspect system, etc,. The comparison between the common 
features of pidgins and the unique feature of JPC is of great significance.  
In fact, nevertheless, the special feature of JPC has not gain enough attention yet so 
far. Sakurai(2015) made a plenty amount of material collection of JPC which provide us a 
data-base for JPC studies, but he did not go further for summarizing the linguistic law of 
JPC. Zhang(2011,2017,2018) and Gong(2013,2014a,2014b,2015,2018) discussed some 
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???????? ??? ???? ????? ???? ???????????? ??? ???????????? ??????? ????? ?????????? ????? ??????
linguistic regular patterns. Liu(2018,2019a,2019b) are attempts to reorient the field of JPC 
studies from the perspective of linguistics focusing on negation, case marker and tense-
aspect system respectively. Only Sakurai(2015) ,In the previous research, mentioned 
about reduplication, but in a very limited way without analysis or comparison with other 
pidgins. 
 
3. Phenomenon 
As mentioned above, reduplication is either totally absent (ietnamese Pidgin 
French)or nonproductive and/or without contrasting simple forms(Russenorsk, Fanagalo, 
Lingua Franca, Trio-Ndyuka Pidgin ) .This appears also true for other pidgins (Peter 
Bakker& Miikael Parkvall 2005:514). Compared to these pidgins, JPC with a great 
quantity of reduplications, which is a major feature of JPC. The simple form (base of the 
reduplication) mainly origins from Chinese while some of them origin from Japanese. 
The typical simple form is ?meshi (? )?  in ?meshimeshi?  of JPC . The 
reduplication is productive, which is another feature of JPC. No matter what the origin is, 
Nouns, verbs and adjectives may undergo duplicating in JPC. 
Through observations on the unique features presented in the reduplication of JPC, 
this paper is based on the documents of Sakurai (2015) including the data from Nakatani 
Kaji(1925,1926),  sorts out the usage of the reduplicated words in pidgins and analyzes 
the production system in order to reexamine the significance of pidgins. 
 
3.1 Reduplication of Nouns 
In the first phase, we sort out the records of nouns of Nakatani(1925,1926) cited 
from Sakurai(2015), which are formed as a small corpus. The study on the reduplication 
???????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
the substrate to the lexifier. 
 
???????????? ???????????the substrate side 
??????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????? 
Meshimeshi is the most common reduplication of JPC. In Nakatani(1925), the word 
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was mentioned as the representatives of vocabulary as below? 
 
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????? 
??? 1925:461? 
 
??????????? ??????????????????? ????????? ??????????? ???? ???????? ?????? ?????? ????
become the representative word of JPC and even remains in Modern Chinese to some 
extent. In the book of Chogoku sennyu patio nikki, the author records the use of the word 
today: when he told an old Chinese woman that he is Japanese, the aunty began to say, 
???????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ??????? ???????????????????? 
 
3.1.1.2 Change of word class 
The base of ?meshimeshi? is a Japanese noun ?? (meshi, rice)?. ?Meshi? 
as a noun can not be reduplicated in Japanese. The simple form of ?meshi? was used in 
JPC as what it was in Japanese, which means before being reduplicated, it was used as a 
noun in JPC. The records of the word usage were remained in Nakatani(1925). 
 
(1) ????????  
????????  
????????????  
??? 1925:491? 
(2) ???????????  
??????????????  
?????????????  
??? 1925:535? 
 
In (1)-(2) ?meshi? was used as a noun, as it was followed by the verb ?ganho 
(??)?.  ?ganho?(sometime in the form of ?ganhoji?) originally meant to ?labor, 
? 16?
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work? in Chinese, but in JPC, it was used as the Japanese verb ??? (do)? by 
Japanese grammatical rule??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
When going through re???????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ????
class. 
 
(3) ????????????????? 
?????????????????? 
??????????????????? 
??? 1925?491? 
(4) ?????????????  
???????????????????????  
?????????????  
??? 1925?496?  
(5) ???????????????  
?????????????????????????? 
?????????????????? 
??? 1925?495?  
(6) ?????????  
??????????????  
???????????? 
??? 1925?527? 
 
?????? ???????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????(rice) and the reduplicated 
?????????????? ?????????????????????????????-???????????????????????????????????? ?????? ???
also found as a verb.  
??? ???? ??? ?????? ?????? ?????? ???? ????? ?? ???? ????? ???????? ???? ??????????????
?????? ?????? ?????????????? ??????????iffers from the reduplication in semantics and 
syntactic representation. The simple form origins from the substrate (Japanese) while 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????
Chinese. Reduplication in the case ???? ???? ??????????????????? ???-class-changing. 
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3.1.2 Meshimeshi from the lexifier side 
??? ????????????????????????? ????????????? ???????????? ?????? ????????? ???? ??????? 
speakers (Chinese) is different from that of substrate (Japanese). For the simple form 
????????? ?????????? ???????????? ????????????????????????????????? ??? ?????? ????????????
???????? ????????????????????? 
The first record appeared in the early days of Sino-Japanese language contact. 
 
(7) ????? ????? 
When come to Qingniwa, you will learn Japanese language. 
????? ????? 
For eating, you will say meshi and for insulting someone, you will say baka. 
??????? 1936?93? 
 
When the second ballad appeared, the JPC had already ?????????????????????????????
appeared in the form of simple form, as well as in the act of eating. 
 
(8) ? 
??????? 
He opens his mouse and talk in Japanese.  
????? 
He insulting you with the word of baka. 
?????1  
He says meshi for eating 
??????? 
He slaps you on your face as saying good-bye. 
??????? 1936?96? 
 
Obviously different from the substrate side, the simple form is used as a verb rather 
than as a noun for lexifier speakers in (7)-(8). In short, the word presents word-class-
changing function of reduplication in the substrate side, but not in the lexifier side. 
                                                                
1 Both mixi and meixi are the pronunciation in the Chinese way of ?meshi? and are marked by Chinese character ?
? and ?? respectively. 
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3.2 Reduplication of Adjectives 
3.2.1 Without word-class-changing 
The adjective-reduplication without word-class-changing function are the ones from 
the substrate side. In the available documents, we find 4 Japanese adjectives as the base of 
reduplication. 
 
(9) ???????????????? 
???????????????? 
??????????????? 
??? 1925?491? 
(10) ??????????????????????? 
??????????????????? 
?????????????? 
??? 1925?496?  
(11) ???????????????????? 
?????????????????????? 
?????????????????? 
??? 1925?496?  
(12) ????????????  
????????????  
?????????????? 
??? 1925?491? 
 
First of all, the Japanese adjectives in simple forms in (9) - (12) were reduplicated in 
JPC, which do not change the word class and can exclude the common functions of 
reduplication, the word-class-changing. Secondly, the creation of the reduplication is not 
in accordance with the Japanese word formation and does not conform to the Japanese 
syntax. In the same sentence, the Japanese adjectives can not be reduplicated and the two 
adjectives can not be put together without morphological change. Here we can see that 
speakers are consciously using sentences that are not grammatical in their mother tongue. 
Normally the substrate speakers use the grammar of their mother language when speaking 
pidgins even though they are not aware. And this explains why the grammar of pidgins 
? 19?
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are assemble to the substrate rather than the lexifier. But in this case, the substrate speakers 
are aware that they are not using the grammar of their mother language. Even though it is 
not correct in the grammar of Lexifier, they suppose to using the new grammar of the new 
language. Thirdly, and most importantly, the forms of adjective reduplication are 
presented in the existing documents, and there is no simple form relative to it, which 
makes it difficult to judge whether or not the reduplication forms express intensity. 
Moreover, we can not see the necessity and significance of reduplication in semantic and 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? 
 
3.2.2 With word-class-changing  
3.2.2.1 Adjectives-verbs reduplication 
In the cases of adjective-reduplication with word-class-changing, the base form are 
from the lexifier side. We found an example of adjectives reduplicated into verbs: 
?manmande (???)?. ?man (?)? is a Chinese adjective. ?manmande? is one 
of the few words in JPC that can find counterpart in Chinese, which means there does 
exist the redupliacated form ?manmande (slowly-slowly)? in Chinese. But it is only in 
the respect of form. The Chinese word ? manmande?  is the iteration of 
?man(?,slow)?. It modifies the verbs. But in JPC, reduplication converts the word 
character and made it a verb, of which the semantic is ?wait?, and modified by adverbs 
like ?tatade (???, a lot)? or ?shoshode (???, a little)?. 
 
(13) ??????????????? 
????????????? 
???????????? 
??? 1925?498? 
(14) ??????????????????? 
???????????? ????????? 
?????????????????? 
??? 1925?492? 
 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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??? ????????????????????????? ??????? ????? ???? ?????? ??????????? ??? ???????????? ????????????
?????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
here is word-class-changing. 
 
3.2.2.2 Adjective- adverb reduplication 
The examples of adjectives-adverbs reduplication include ?tata (??, largely, 
sometimes in the form of ?tatade?)?, ?kaikai (??, quickly, most of the time in the 
form of ?kaikaide?)? and ?tongtong (??, all, most of the time in the form of 
?tongtongde?)?. Take ?tata? as the example. ?da (?)? is a Chinese adjective. 
Through reduplicating, the pronunciation changed from ?da? to ?ta? since the 
substrate speakers pronounce this Chinese character ??? in this way (ta). Another 
change happened when going through reduplication, which is the word class was 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
which modifies adjectives and verbs. 
 
(15) ???????????????????? 
????????????????????????? 
??????????????????????? 
?????????????????????????? 
??? 1925?493? 
(16) ??????????? 
???????????????? 
????????????????? 
????????????? 
??? 1925?493-494? 
(17) ?????????????????????? 
??????????????????????? 
????????????????? 
??? 1925?492? 
 
In (15) - (17), it can be conducted that after the process of reduplication, the meaning 
of the word changes, from the size (big) to the extent (very much). At the same time, part 
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of speech has changed from adjective to adverb. 
 
3.3 Reduplication of verbs 
?????????????? 
?kankan (??, look-look)? is derived from the Chinese verb ?kan (?, look)?
and ?saosao (??, clean-clean)? comes from the Chinese verb ?sao (?, clean)?. In 
Chinese, there is the reduplicated form of ???????, which is considered to be 
the repetition of the verbs in simple form rather than reduplication. The function of 
repetition here is attentuate, such as ?kankan?, which means ?have a look?look a 
bit?. On the other side, there is no simple form of ?kan?sao? in JPC, and the 
reduplicated form of ?kankan?, ?saosao? is used as verbs which with the semantic 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????
Japanese one. It appears at the end of the sentence and can be negated. It can be added to 
the form command and connected to perfect aspect. While in the Chinese grammar, the 
verb repetition is not allowed to present these manifestations.  
In short, the reduplication does not function at all here. The reduplicated form 
functions as well as the simple form. In other words, there is no difference between simple 
form and reduplication. It seems that the verbs are reduplicated for nonsense. 
 
(18) ?????????????????????? 
???????????????????????????? 
?????????????? 
??? 1926?538? 
(19) ??????????? 
?????????????? 
?????????? 
??? 1925?489? 
(20) ??????????????????????????? 
???????????????????????? 
???????????????????? 
??? 1925?491? 
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In the above sentences, the restriction of verb repetition (or reduplication if there is) 
in Chinese has been broken when being conducted into the JPC. In syntactic performance, 
?kankan? in (18) combines with the negation ?sen (??)? derived from the 
substrate side and ?saosao? in (19) combines with negation ?meiyou (??)? 
derived from the lexifier side. ?saosao? in (20) combines with the lexical perfect aspect 
?kanryoshita (????)?, etc,. All of these do not conform to the rules of Chinese 
grammar.  
Through these sentences, we find that the verb reduplication in JPC has nothing to 
do with the Chinese verb reduplication (repetition). The usage of reduplication is in the 
same way to simple forms for normal Japanese verbs. That is to say, verb reduplication 
can be replaced by simple forms and the simple form is even more effective. Such 
reduplication can be seen as redundancy. 
 
?????????????? 
????????? ??? ?????????? ????? ????????? ??? ?????????? ???? ??????? ???? ???? ????????? ?????
derived from Chinese, or in other word, the language input. In Chinese, as mentioned 
above, the verb's repetition functions as attentuate, so in order to ease the tone of the 
language, the command sentence often takes the form of repetition like ?kankan?, 
?saosao? and so on. However, in JPC, ?kankan, saosao? were used as common 
verbs. On the contrary, ?rairai (??), come-come? does not have the original form 
from Chinese, that is to say, the Japanese speakers has created a reduplicated form of 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????he reduplication is productive in 
JPC. 
?rairai? is also used as a verb in JPC, and its semantic and the grammatical rules it 
follows correspond to the Japanese verb ?kuru (??, come)?, which takes the position 
of the end of the sentence grammatically. 
 
(21) ???????????? 
??? 1925?473? 
(22) ?????????? 
???????????????????? 
???????? ??? 
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??? 1925?495? 
(23) ???????????? 
?????????????????? 
???????????? 
??? 1925?496? 
(24) ???????????? 
???????????????????????? 
???????????????? 
??? 1925?496-497? 
(25) ??????????????????? 
???????????? ????????? 
?????????????????? 
??? 1925?492? 
 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
word-class-changing component. It is certain that the reduplication here has no functions 
such as intensity or iteration or anything else. For example, in (24), there is no difference 
no matter if the word is reduplicated or not. It has no reason to choose reduplicated forms 
??????????? ?? ???? ???????????????????? ????????????????? ???????? ??? ????????? ???????????
?????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? 
 
3.4 Summary 
Through the example sentences above, we find that except the sentence created by 
??????????????? ?????? ?????????????? ????????????????????????? ?????? ????????????????????
functions as a reduplication. In other words, reduplicated forms are the same to non-
duplicated forms in terms of semantics, syntactic, and functions. It seems that there is no 
need for words to be created in reduplicated forms in the respects including semantic, 
grammatical and functional, although the word formation mechanism of reduplication is 
productive. 
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4. Analysis 
4.1 Form of reduplication in JPC 
Normally the form of reduplication can be divided into 2 types:  
 
? Partial reduplication, for instance in Ilocano 
?????????????????????????????????? 
ag-??? ????????????????-??? ???? ??????????? ??????????? 
????????????????????????????????????? 
? Full reduplication, for instance in Nukuoro 
????????????????????????????????????? 
????????????????????????????? 
 
In the respect of form, reduplications in JPC takes the latter one, full reduplication. 
But ????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????, ?????
?????????????????????????????????? 
 
4.2 Function of reduplication in JPC 
4.2.1 No number (plural) function was found in JPC 
Normally number (plural) function is the main function of reduplication. 
Reduplication tends to change the simple to the plural. See the example in the below: 
 
Nouns reduplication in Papago  
???????????????????????????????? 
Verbs reduplication in Luisano     
????????? ????????????? law-????????? ????????????????? ????????????????? 
> lawa-????????? ???? ??????????? ????????????? 
 
On the contrary to most reduplications, the number function was not found in 
reduplication in JPC. 
 
4.2.2 Change of word class 
On the contrary to the function of number, the second important function of 
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reduplication, the word-class- changing function was found in reduplication in JPC. 
Reduplication converts the nouns into verbs, the adjectives into verbs, and the adjectives 
into adverbs as in the example sentences mentioned above. 
 
4.2.3 Reduplication for non-sense 
Most of the reduplications in JPC functions as well as the un-reduplicated form, in 
other word the base. It seems that they were reduplicated for nothing and with non-sense. 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ??? ????-(25), etc,. And it broke the economic laws of language. When the 
reduplicated form functions the same as the simple one, it is always replaced by the latter 
one for economic and effective reasons.  
The fact is, however, the reduplication in JPC remained in a large quantity even 
though it is redundant in the respects of semantic, grammatical and functional. 
 
4.3 The distribution of reduplication in JPC 
Through the examples in section 3, it can be conducted that nouns, adjectives and 
verbs from both the substrate side and the lexifier side can be reduplicated in JPC. It 
seems that the operation of reduplication is not constrained in JPC. 
 
5. Discussion 
In most of the cases in JPC, it seems no necessary to reduplicate a word and the 
reduplication is uneconomic in some cases. But why the speakers from both sides of 
substrate and lexifier tend to reduplicate words? What is the mechanism of reduplication 
in JPC? 
 
5.1 Repetition 
There is a view that the reduplication is the imitation of repetition of Chinese 
grammar. It seems that it is believed by the pidgin speakers from the substrate side that the 
meaning of the word is expressed more clearly when repeated for two or more times. For 
instance, for Akimoto(1970) mentioned it as below, it is repetition rather than 
??????????????????????????????????? ?????? 
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?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ??
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??  
  ????????????????????  
??? 1970?109? 
 
But they neglected the fact that there does exist reduplications with the function of 
word-class-???????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
in section 3. Considering of those cases, it is hard or perhaps wrong to conclude that there 
is no reduplication but only repetition in JPC and the function of repetition in JPC is just 
for a clearer communication. 
 
5.2 Phonological Copy Theory and Morphological Doubling Theory 
Most of the studies on reduplication takes phonology as their standpoint. They 
suggest that the reduplication is a result of the operation of phonological copy 
(Marantz1982, McCathy & Prince1986,1995,1999). On the contrary, Morphological 
Doubling Theory (Sharon Inkelas & Cheryl Zoll2005) argued that the main mechanism 
of reduplication is morphologically driven rather than phonologically driven. But for 
reduplication in JPC, the two theory are both no longer in force. In phonological copy 
theory, reduplication is a process of affixing. While reduplication in JPC is full 
reduplication as mentioned in 4.1. One can not distinct the reduplicated part from the base 
part. In other words, no part can be distinct as the affix. In morphological doubling theory, 
words are reduplicated as the requirement of morphological semantic needs. While most 
reduplications in JPC are reduplicated for no semantic reasons as well as grammatical and 
functional reasons (see 4.2). 
 
5.3 The first language acquisition mechanism reloading 
The studies in the Developmental Linguistics field, through the analysis of the 
corpus and experimental analysis of infants, observed that after an initial period, babbling 
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becomes reduplicated and argued that these first productions are the reflection of the 
???????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
also proposed several hypotheses on how-language-starts mechanisms, in which prosodic 
bootstrapping observed that rhythmic elements, for example the reduplication, could help 
guide infants to distinguish semantics and syntax out of the flow of speech and therefore 
start their language mechanism. In other words, in the first language acquisition, 
reduplication is likely a strategy to control rhythm, and through the rhythm of 
reduplicating, they are preparing to control semantic and syntax.  
On the other hand, even though pidgin applies to the second language acquisition 
??????????????????????????eries studies, there seems no absolute border between the first 
and second language acquisition. As mentioned in 3.2.1, the substrate speakers are 
consciously using sentences that are not grammatical in their mother tongue. Normally the 
substrate speakers use the grammar of their mother language when speaking pidgins even 
though they are not aware of it. And this explains why the grammar of pidgins are 
????????? ??? ???? ?????????? ??????? ????? ???? ?????????? ???? ??? ???? ????? ??? ??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
not using the grammar of their mother language. Even though it is not actually correct in 
the grammar of Lexifier, they suppose themselves to use the new grammar for the new 
language in new situation. And this is what we call language creation. It is new, not 
derived from the substrate, neither from the lexifier. We name the language creation in 
pidgins the first language acquisition mechanism reloading because even though it is 
second language for adult speakers, the first language acquisition can be reloaded and 
revived at least to a small extent. There is no such a definite border between the first and 
second language acquisition when contacting to a brand-new language. 
This paper holds that the first language acquisition reloading applies for 
reduplication in JPC. If reduplication is necessary for recognizing and controlling 
syllables and segments as phonological units for children in the first language acquisition, 
it is also applicable for adults in the situation of pidgin. The acquisition of the new 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
but similar to the first language acquisition for the infants. Everything including syllable, 
segment and rhythm is new. And it makes the substrate speakers recognize the second 
language in the same way of their first language acquisition. Before contacting to the new 
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language, the first language acquisition mechanism had slept in their bodies for many 
years since grown up. In such a situation, some part of the first language acquisition 
mechanism can be provoked again. It has been proven by the evidence from the second 
language acquisition. 
 
6. Conclusion 
This paper applies the function of reduplication summed up in the field of first 
language acquisition to the explanations of a large number of reduplications in JPC. It 
agrees with the views of Bickerton (1977, 1983): Creole applies for the first language 
acquisition mechanism, and pidgin applies for the second language acquisition 
mechanism. On this basis, the paper argues that: the boundary limit between the first and 
second language acquisition is not impossible to break, but the breakthrough is limited. 
That is to say, most of the reduplications in JPC are applies for the first language 
acquisition reloading even though most of the left part of JPC applies for the second 
language acquisition. 
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